
STERLITE TECHNOLOGIES

Project Summary

THE CLIENT
Sterlite Technologies is a global leader in optical fibres, optical fibre cables, power 
conductors and HV / EHV power cables. It is also India’s largest private sector 
power transmission company. Sterlite’s operations within India make it a natural 
contributor to numerous government missions including Make In India, Digital 
India, and Smart Cities

THE BRIEF

OUR APPROACH DELIVERED

RESULTS

Map current CSR initiatives across all sites and locations and craft a sustainability vision for 

the company.

At Sterlite we were lucky to work with a CSR head who understood and was 

committed to the value of holistic sustainability. The result was a collaborative 

relationship that pushed us to push the business at every point.

The value of a visionary client

"The journey to create Shared Value cannot be embarked upon without a clear 

understanding of a company 's social impact. DOT delivered powerful analytics to 

measure Sterlite's CSR projects against business priorities, helping drive a new, strategic 

direction for our CSR. 

By articulating this through a holistic sustainability vision, they helped me start the 

process of mainstreaming CSR through business functions. A definite asset to any team 

interested in strategic CSR that leverages social purpose to create shared value." 

- Darshan Mundada

Client Comment

Turn adhoc CSR activities that
were talked about as “beyond
business” into a strategically
valuable and consistent portfolio of
programmes

Use CSR analytics, stakeholder
engagement and business insights
to build a business case for going
beyond CSR to mainstream
sustainability as part of corporate
strategy

Mapping and analysis of over 30
CSR projects to assess social
performance and business value

33 stakeholder interviews to
understand expectations and
priorities

Industry, competitor and
customer research and insights

Review of sustainability practices
and audit

A compelling business case and
sustainability vision

Sustainability section of Sterlite’s
2015-16 annual report

Commitment from leadership to develop a holistic, sustainability strategy for 2016 and
beyond

Strategic rethinking of key CSR initiatives to strengthen impact and provide greater value
back to the business

Integration of sustainability within communications and employee engagement to raise
its profile internally
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